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Tantrums of Patna
Neither Bihar nor Nitish clear winner

B
IHAR Chief Minister Nitish Kumar has followed his conscience
and has put in his papers rather than put up with Lalu Prasad’s
cocky assertion that his son, the “indicted” Deputy Chief Min-

ister Tejaswi Yadav, would not be asked to step down. Nitish Kumar
has obviously allowed himself to see the ‘corruption’ issue as per the
narrative being scripted by the BJP. The brewing Bihar crisis has
boiled over. A very stable government stands destabilised. The ruling
party at the Centre can, in turn, allow itself a smile of satisfaction that
its use of the CBI/ED has paid such disproportionate dividends. After
all, the Lalu-Nitish alliance’s victory in the November 2015 Bihar
Assembly elections was the most definitive rebuff to the Modi leader-
ship; it was that victory that had restored Nitish Kumar’s status as the
potentially most formidable challenger to Narendra Modi in 2019. All
these calculations and ambitions now stand comprehensively revised.

Though praise would be lavished on Nitish Kumar for ‘sacrificing’
his chair in the interest of probity, it can legitimately be asked whether
he was not aware of all the allegations against the Yadav clan when the
JD(U)-RJD alliance was worked out. It need be recalled that it was an
“indicted” Lalu Prasad who led the spirited campaign in November
2015; yet the voters preferred the RJD as the largest party. Now, per-
haps, Nitish Kumar felt that a CBI “indictment” had materially
changed the situation. His desire that his deputy should withdraw
from the Cabinet was not respected; and, his conscience kicked in.

Having taken a principled position, it remains to be seen how Nitish
Kumar will work around another principle: integrity of the 2015 Bihar
vote. The mandate that was sought and granted in 2015 was against
Narendra Modi, BJP and its ‘communal’ politics and in favour of a cer-
tain kind of social compact. Any kind of working arrangement between
Nitish Kumar and the BJP would be most unprincipled, to say the least.
Nonetheless, ‘corruption’ is now deemed to be an over-riding mantra
that can be chanted to consecrate any opportunistic manoeuvres. In
the short term, both Bihar and Nitish Kumar would be the losers.

Yechury denied RS seat
The CPM’s third blunder

T
HE comrades have been unable to shake off hubris ever since
they were thrust into the national spotlight in the mid-1990s.
First they denied Jyoti Basu an opportunity to become Prime

Minister on flimsy ideological grounds. Nearly a decade later, his own
colleagues blocked Somnath Chatterjee from being nominated for
the President’s post. Now, when the chips are truly down and the left-
ists are short of seasoned parliamentarians, the CPM has decided that
its general secretary Sitaram Yechury, among the most effective par-
liamentarians, would not get a third term. The arguments are cogent:
a rule denies any comrade more than two terms in the legislature and
Yechury cannot be an exception.

If there was any doubt that a powerful lobby within the party want-
ed to block Yechury from winning seat with Congress support, the
Kerala CM was drafted to point out that no previous general secretary
has dissipated his energy in Parliament. At a time when the Opposi-
tion should be fielding its sharpest and brightest in Parliament, the
Rajya Sabha will be poorer without Yechury’s sarcastic and witty
interventions delivered without cliches and archaic formulations. If
the comrades were really interested in setting their house in order
rather than settling personal vendetta, they should have let go of
Yechury as party general secretary and utilised him for marshalling
opposition to the ruling arrangement. After all, Yechury is known
more for his networking and negotiating skills and less for the rough
and tumble of street politics. 

The Karat and Yechury eras in the CPM have shown that JNU’s
two ex-leaders are not really cut out for painstaking plodding through
the countryside and moffusil towns to rebuild the movement. Karat’s
vacuous theorising led to a setback from which the Left never recov-
ered. Yechury sought to save the crumbling edifice by aligning with
the Congress in West Bengal but lost support in the party when the
experiment blew up. The denial of a RS berth to Yechury is the fall-
out of that bitterness in the CPM over the right approach to a coali-
tion that has been camouflaged in the logic of party regulations. 

G Parthasarathy

S
CANNING through global
media reports ranging from
The Wall Street Journal to
broadcasts by Qatar’s Al

Jazeera network, one has been amazed
to see the extent of coverage of Prime
Minister Modi’s visit to Israel. Some
reports carried details of how domestic
considerations had an important role
in determining in India’s policies
towards Israel. It was also noted how
despite India’s support for Arab caus-
es, Saudi Arabia threatened to cut off
oil supplies to India unless New Delhi
closed down the Israeli Consulate in
Mumbai — a demand rejected outright
by then PM Indira Gandhi. 

Though Israel’s Prime Minister and
President visited India in the early
years after diplomatic relations were
established in 1991, Indian leaders
fought shy of reciprocating these ges-
tures, till recently. While some Indian
leaders like Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
attached the highest importance to
personally promoting defence con-
tacts with Israel, there were unfortu-
nately also cases of defence
exchanges being avoided because of
domestic political considerations.

There were virtually no protests or
objections by Arab countries to Mr
Modi’s visit to Israel. Iran alone voiced
reservations. While there were under-
standably some carefully worded
expressions of concern by the Palestin-
ian Authority, New Delhi had covered its
flanks carefully, having invited the
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas
to Delhi a month earlier. India should,
however, ensure that while de-hyphen-
ating relations with Israel and the Pales-
tinians, like most EU countries have
done, it remains strongly committed to
the establishment of a viable Palestin-
ian State, living at peace with Israel.

India has vital stakes in its western
neighbourhood, extending from
Afghanistan to Turkey across the oil-
rich Persian Gulf and the Gulf of
Aden. This is the region from where
we get more than two- thirds of our oil
and gas supplies. Virtually the entire
region is afflicted by sectarian Shia-
Sunni tensions and civilisational
Arab-Turkic-Persian rivalries. More
recently, monarchical rivalries,
between the states of the Arab Gulf
Cooperation Council have become a
source of concern. This region, even

more than our eastern neighbour-
hood, where Narasimha Rao fash-
ioned an imaginative ‘Look East’ pol-
icy, based primarily on regional
economic integration, is crucial for
stability and economic growth in
India. It is from our western neigh-
bourhood that we get around 65 per
cent of our oil and over 80 per cent of
our gas supplies. Seven million Indi-
ans live in these Arab Gulf monar-
chies — Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain,
Kuwait, Qatar and Oman — which are
all members of the Arab Gulf Cooper-

ation Council.
Just as Narasimha Rao receives pri-

mary credit for crafting ‘Look East’
policies, Modi has adopted a realistic
‘ Look West’ policy. Imaginative diplo-
macy, including meaningful summit
meetings in the last three years, have
led to India attaining a unique posi-
tion in the world, of having good and
growing relations with all major near-
by regional powers —Iran, Saudi Ara-
bia, UAE, Iraq, Egypt and Israel. What
has given India added flexibility in its
approach is the discovery of vast
amounts of shale oil and gas across the
world and most notably in the US and
Canada. Several countries like
Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, Iraq,
Russia, Saudi Arabia and Iraq are also

set to add to these growing shale ener-
gy hubs. India also has prospects for
shale gas development.

The countries which are most
adversely affected by this surfeit of
energy, with production costs around
$30-40 a barrel, are the members of
OPEC, especially Iran and its Arab
neighbours. They literally held the
world to ransom pushing oil prices to
over $110 a barrel in 2013. Saudi Ara-
bia, Iran and others, who earlier virtu-
ally blackmailed India with rising oil
prices, will find that deprived of tradi-

tional markets in the US, Europe,
West Africa and Latin America, their
future markets will primarily be
major Asian economies like China,
Japan, India and South Korea.

There will inevitably be two major
challenges on issues of energy securi-
ty in the years ahead. Can major
Asian economies, which yearn for an
end to tensions in the Islamic world,
fashion policies to ensure security of
energy supplies? More importantly,
the sectarian and civilisational rival-
ries and tensions in the Islamic world
have now been accentuated by
monarchical rivalries in Arab Gulf
Cooperation Council. Moreover, for
the first time, there are question
marks on the continuation of the tra-

ditional unity within the Saudi royals.
The emergence of the young and

strongly opinionated Prince
Mohammed bin Salman as Crown
Prince has led to the oil-rich, but cash-
strapped Saudi Arabia, getting bogged
down in a brutal civil war in Yemen,
where thousands of people perished and
millions are homeless. Despite this
quagmire in Yemen, Prince Salman
opened another front, by joining Crown
Prince Mohammed bin A Zayed of the
UAE to form a coalition, including Shia-
dominated, but Sunni-ruled Bahrain
and Egypt, to impose sanctions on the
gas-rich, neighbouring kingdom of
Qatar, ruled by Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad. Qatar is the dominant supplier
of gas for Asian countries. It is also the
base for 10,000 American military per-
sonnel. The Saudi-UAE coalition target-
ing Qatar made 13 humiliating
demands, including curbing of its rela-
tions with Iran, with whom Qatar shares
the largest gas field in the world. The
coalition also demanded the ending of
Qatar’s ties with groups like Hamas and
the Hezbollah, apart from closure of the
Qatar-run Al Jazeera network. These
demands were accompanied by punitive
measures like bans on travel and transit.

Not surprisingly, Qatar rejected the
humiliating conditions, but accepted a
Kuwaiti offer of mediation. After an ill-
advised statement by President
Trump, supporting the Saudi action,
the US realised that the rift between
Gulf monarchies would seriously com-
promise its security interests. Secre-
tary of State Tillerson has urged Qatar
to agree to address mutual concerns on
terrorism. This could lead to a face-sav-
ing way out of the present impasse and
overcoming the economic blockade.
But the role that Turkey and Iran adopt
could prolong political uncertainty in
India’s western neighbourhood. There
are signs that the role of the young
Crown Prince in Saudi Arabia could
well shake the roots of the Saudi
monarchy and the foundations of sta-
bility, across the Arab Gulf states.There
are reports indicating Crown Prince
Mohamed bin Salman may be chal-
lenged by former Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Nayef, who could rally
traditionalists, despite evident Ameri-
can support for Prince Mohammad bin
Salman. We could see more uncertain-
ty in the otherwise united and secretive
structure of the land of Islam’s holiest
shrines in the months ahead.

Straddling two worlds

Satish K Sharma

A
DVOCATE Mehta (name
changed) entered my office, his
bright white shirt fighting shy

of the shadows of the previous night
— the one he had spent in police lock-
up. Grinning like a child caught in a
prank, he touched his earlobes and
said, ‘Sorry! We overdid it.’

I smiled. His contrition was surpris-
ing but not a piece of theatre. He often
employed it in staging protests
against this and that as the local chief
of a Hindu right-wing outfit. I offered
him tea and went over the events of
the last 72 hours in my mind. 

Three days earlier, the District Devel-
opment Officer (DDO) had rang me up
in panic. Mehta and his acolytes had

assaulted his deputy to protest the
inclusion of eggs in the midday meal of
schoolchildren. No prize for guessing
the weapon of assault.

I was the DCP and so rushed to the
scene to find the DDO — a young IAS
officer — visibly rattled, for another
dimension had been added to the crisis.
His staff had struck work as a protest to
the assault. I asked the DDO to collect
the staff in the office compound.

Ten minutes later, the DDO addressed
his agitating staff and assured
strongest action against the miscreants
and presented me as a proof of his sin-
cerity. ‘The DCP himself is here,’ he
said. I took the cue and told the gather-
ing that I understood their outrage and
promised quick action.

A voice from the gathering called out,

‘Sir, you’ll arrest him and he will be out
on bail the next hour. It has happened
earlier. It has only emboldened him.’

‘He will spend a night in the lockup,
I promise. Please return to your desks
so that the police can focus on its
work,’ I said, knowing that Mehta had
committed a non-bailable offence.
They relented. Towards evening I got
a call that Mehta was ready to surren-
der if we produced him before the
Magistrate the same day. I said he was
welcome but we wanted to host him
for the night. The caller hung up.

We raided Mehta’s house and other
possible hiding places for two days.
The cat-and-mouse-chase tired him
earlier than we expected. He walked in
with raised hands, so to say. He spent
a night in the lockup. The next morn-

ing, he was produced before the Magis-
trate who released him on bail. Two
hours later, here he was before me. 

‘Whom did you have as company in
the lockup? Not one of your clients I
hope?’ He smiled nervously at my imp-
ish delight. ‘Sir, I have come with a
question and an offer. Does the police
keep its lockups unclean for a purpose?
If not, please allow me to whitewash
them at my expense.’ The leopard is
changing its spots, I thought. ‘The
answer to your question is ‘no’. As to
the offer, why not stage a protest against
unclean lockups?’ I said. He kept silent.

‘Don’t worry, we will take care of the
problem, but I hope you aren’t planning
another visit there?’ I chuckled. His
nervous smile made a vain attempt to
cover the egg on his face and he left.

India will have to even out its ‘Look East, West’ policy 

Thought for the Day

To go beyond is as wrong as to fall short. — Confucius
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letters to the editor

Liquor vend out of place 
Refer to ‘Villagers ransack liquor vend
near school’ (July 26); a wine shop near a
girls’ school and we talk about girls’
safety. A school is miniature society, a
place where knowledge resides. It is dis-
appointing to learn that the district
administration did not pay heed even
after the panchayat passed two resolu-
tions against the opening of the liquor
shop. If the higher authorities will not lis-
ten to people’s grievances, they will be
compelled to take such a step. Mere
speeches and seminars/workshops on
drugs, women’s safety, education, etc.
will not work unless we have the courage
to eradicate these problems practically.

ARTI SHARMA, PATHANKOT

Great teacher-scientist 

In the death of Prof Yash Pal, the coun-
try has lost a great teacher and scientist.
We, particularly the teachers, can learn
a lot from his exemplary life devoted to
the study of science and inculcating a
scientific temperament among the com-
mon people. If we follow his advice, stu-
dents will not hesitate to ask questions
in the classroom. He created his own
space despite a crunch of resources and
adverse circumstances. He has proved

the value of a diligent and committed
science teacher who can impact the
mindset of thousands of people in real
life and motivate them to give up super-
stitious beliefs, rotten traditions and
religious obscurantism. His unique con-
tribution in the form of the Yash Pal
Committee Report on Education, with
the core concept of ‘learning without
burden’, can help our budding scholars
and modernise the education system.

RAJ BAHADUR YADAV, FATEHABAD

Revisiting Dokala 

Refer to ‘Memorable moments with
Sher Company at Dokala’ (July 18);
Brig Jasbir Singh Bawa (retd) has beau-
tifully captured the topography of the
Dokala post. It rekindled in me the nos-
talgia of the days of hard soldiering as a
young Captain there in 1977-78. The
masculinity of the Gymochin feature
and the breathtaking view of the
mighty Kanchenjunga, as narrated, is a
treat for the eyes.  I, along with my men,
too was forced to take a belligerent
stance against a Chinese patrol that had
intruded into our territory. Of course,
after hurling a few palatable expletives
at one another, the short standoff even-
tually concluded in a bonhomie, with

the exchange of  Shinghai and Charmi-

nar brand of cigarette packets and tof-
fees! How I wish one could slip into the
olive greens once again to relive those
wonderful days.
COL YASHPAL JASROTIA (RETD), DHARAMSALA

Still counting?

The RBI Governor has issued a state-
ment to Parliament that the RBI is
still counting old notes returned dur-
ing demonetisation. Is it believable
that they have been counting notes for
the last many months? It seems that
they are fooling Parliament and the
people of India, or it is in connivance
with the Central government to not
reveal the amount recovered? The
RBI claims day-to-day information
from banks and has ready informa-
tion. The RBI has still not published
its quarterly balance sheet, ending
June. This affects its credibility. 

DEEPAK SARAF, RAMPURA PHUL

Where are teachers?

Apropos ‘Missing teachers’ (July 26),
the poor conditions of government
schools mentioned in the story is true
of all states, not just Haryana. Perhaps

this is why people like to have govern-
ment jobs, but never like to educate
their children through government
schools. If the government can’t raise
funds for education, why does it make
false claims? If any individual tries to
misguide anybody by claiming untrue
facts, he is punished by law.  Why then
are government officials not punished
for presenting false facts?  

TANIYA, MUKTSAR 

Losing part of game 

The Indian women’s cricket team lost
the world cup by just nine runs. Our
team was fit and leading towards a com-
fortable victory when they needed only
38 runs with seven wickets in hand. But
the match turned in England’s favour.
It is part of the game, everything is pos-
sible in cricket. But they should not
lose heart and continue to play with the
same tempo and energy.

SUBHASH C TANEJA, GURGAON

Go easy on loudspeakers 

The loudspeaker, like most inventions
of science, is both a blessing and a
curse. It is useful at public meetings
and a handy instrument for commer-

cial propaganda. It can be tolerated
during the day, but its use at night is
intolerable, as it causes inconvenience
to those ailing, or in need of rest. Some
people and institutions use loudspeak-
ers at night as well as in the early hours
of the morning. This makes it difficult
for students who wish to study. Loud-
speakers should be banned after 9 pm.

GURLEEN KAUR, HOSHIARPUR

Humane act 

Refer to the middle ‘A rotten apple &
some happiness’ (July 14) by Shantnu
Tandon; all acts of generosity give one
some solace. The morning I read the
middle, I went to the grocer. I came
across a physically challenged man in
tattered clothes, his arms outstretched,
seeking alms from a shopowner, who
shooed him away. The contrast
between what I had read and the rude-
ness of that man disturbed me. Hats off
to the writer for his kind act. 

RAVI DATTA, JWALAMUKHI

Air pollution

I am a class VIII student and happy
that The Tribune has been highlight-
ing the issue of air pollution, being the

‘voice of the people’. I wish to draw
attention toward the scourge of pollu-
tion. We cannot breathe freely in the
polluted air, which gives rise to many
diseases like TB and asthma. The gov-
ernment should shift factories out of
city limits. All vehicles should get pol-
lution-free certificates. More and
more trees should be planted in open
spaces. The authorities and the public
must shoulder this responsibility.

JASMEET KAUR, HOSHIARPUR

Kanwariya yatra 

Recently, I saw a procession of Kan-
wariyas, where they could be seen
flouting traffic rules and provisions
of the Motor Vehicles Act. Vehicles for
transporting goods were being used
to ferry people in overloaded condi-
tions. Others could be seen riding
two-wheelers without helmet, though
the police was present throughout
the yatra route. Some were high on
sulfa. The political power at the Cen-
tre and state governments want the
youth to indulge in such illegal activ-
ities in the name of religion? The
youth of the country is being pushed
towards superstitions.

GURMEJ SINGH, KURUKSHETRA

While de-hyphenating ties with Israel and Palestine, India should
remain committed to the establishment of a viable Palestinian
State, living at peace with Israel. It can ill afford to pick sides
.

Lesson from the lockup 

HITTING IT OFF: Modi’s Israel visit drew international attention.
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ACROSS

1 Hanging loosely (6)

4 Quick to respond (6)

9 To master (7)

10 Virulence (5)

11 Go out of use (5)

12 Daybreak (7)

13 Small fragments (11)

18 Under cover of

darkness (2,5)

20 Russian alcoholic drink (5)

22 Rub out (5)

23 Hero’s enemy in play (7)

24An international 

agreement (6)

25 Rising (6)

DOWN

1 Easily done (6)

2 Confess frankly (3,2)

3 Circumspect (7)

5 Split (5)

6 Large, impressive 

house (7)

7 Mood (6)

8 Likely (11)

14 Banal (7)

15 Cover entirely (7)

16 Lacking (6)

17 Forbidden (6)

19 An invited visitor (5)

21 Highly emotional 

situation (5)

YESTERDAY’S
SOLUTION

Across

1 Angling, 5 Local,
8 Provisionally, 9
Liszt, 10 Vertigo, 11
Pumice, 12 Cotton,
15 Terrine, 17
Elect, 19
Authoritarian, 20
Lanky, 21 Oversee.

Down

1 Appal, 2 Good
Samaritan, 3
Idiotic, 4 Grieve, 5
Liner, 6
Callisthenics, 7
Lay down, 11
Pitfall, 13
Overawe, 14
Mexico, 16 Irony,
18 Tinge.

Yesterday’s solution

quick crossword su  do  ku forecast

■ Vikrami Samvat 2074
■ Shaka Samvat 1939
■ Shravan Shaka 5
■ Shravan Parvishte 12
■ Hijari 1438
■ Shukla Paksha Tithi 4, up to 

7.01 am
■ Pari Yog up to 3.35 pm
■ Uttraphalguni Nakshatra 

up to 4.40 am
■ Moon enters Virgo sign at 10.23 am
■ Naag-Panchmi (after 7.01 am)

July 27, 2017, Thursday

Lahore, Friday, July 27, 1917

Lord Ronaldshay on Crime.
AT a durbar held at Decca on Wednesday Lord Ronaldshay made

his first reference to what has been called the revolutionary move-

ment in Bengal. He regretted that the catalogue of crime had been

added to even during the short period of his rule. Lord Ronaldshay

has not only come like his predecessor, within the short time he

has been in Bengal, to believe in the existence of a revolutionary

party, but he impressed on his hearers that fresh knowledge since

Lord Carmichael's speech showed that it was even more wide-

spread and carefully organised than was then believed. Lord

Ronalshay has been lately making personal inquiries into district

and village administration, but he does not tell us whether he has

made similar inquiries into the existence of a revolutionary move-

ment or its ramifications. It is to be hoped that he might at some

future date find the time to look into the matter for himself, and

tell the public of the genesis and extent of the exotic movement.

Indian Emigrants Passports.
IT has been brought to notice that Indian emigrants are still arriv-

ing at some ports without either passports or credentials. The

Indian public is hereby informed that the Defence of Indian Pass-

ports Rules are now to be strictly enforced in the case of Indian

emigrants of all classes except those formally exempted under

section 4 of the Rules issued under Notification No. 1908 D., dat-

ed the 22nd March 1917. With the exception of these alone, all

Indian emigrants must take out passports and the credentials

prescribed by previous orders will not by themselves be accept-

ed. Applications for passports should be made to the district offi-

cers of the district in which the applicants reside. 

on this day... 100 years ago
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Sunny Partly Cloudy Cloudy Rainy Foggy

CITY MAX MIN

Chandigarh 32 26

New Delhi 36 27
PUNJAB

Amritsar 33          27

Bathinda 36 28

Jalandhar 33   26

Ludhiana 33 26

Patiala 33 27
HARYANA

Ambala 32 26

Bhiwani 35 28

Hisar 35          28

Karnal 32 27

Sirsa 36 28
HIMACHAL PRADESH

Dharamsala 28           18

Manali            23           14

Nahan 29 21

Shimla 23           18

Solan 28           21
JAMMU & KASHMIR

Jammu 33 26

Leh                     30          20

Srinagar 31           20

UTTARAKHAND 

Dehradun 32           23       

Mussoorie 24 15

Nainital 24           16

SUNSET: THURSDAY 19:21 HRS

SUNRISE: FRIDAY 05:37 HRS

TEMPERATURE IN OC

Pritam Singh 

B
R Ambedkar, the chief framer

of the Indian Constitution,

was also an original economic

thinker. The originality of his

economic thinking can be interpreted

as eclecticism due to his non-adher-

ence to any one particular economic

ideology — Marxism, neo-classical

economic thought, support for market

economy or state regulation. However,

behind his eclecticism lies a common

running thread in his ideas on differ-

ent economic issues. That unity was

provided by his concern for the Dalit

sections of Indian society. 

In adopting this approach, he can be

compared with Karl Marx who was

ruthless in his rigorous analysis of

capitalism. That rigour was not mere-

ly an academic enterprise but closely

linked with defending the interests of

the working class. In both cases —

Marx for the working class and

Ambedkar for the Dalits — there was

no compromise in the objective analy-

sis of the economic conditions to suit

any partisan considerations.  

On the contrary, both viewed a scientif-

ic examination of the economic condi-

tions as a necessary condition for advanc-

ing the interests of the working class and

the Dalits (for Ambedkar). In the Indian

context in particular but South-Asian

context in general, the social categories

of class and caste overlap and interpene-

trate each other despite the autonomous

status. Three main issues on which

Ambedkar focussed his intellectual ener-

gies were: monetary circulation in the

economy, size of land holdings as a part

of the broader agriculture strategy and

public finance especially the pattern of

federal finance.

In his writings on money, he directly

challenged the dominant Keynesian

view in the 1930s regarding the delink-

ing of supply of money from gold

reserves.  Keynes had argued that due

to the development of the monetary-

exchange mechanism in advanced

capitalist economies such as the UK,

there was no need to limit the supply of

money by linking it with the gold

reserves.  Ambedkar opposed this view

not because he had any special fascina-

tion with gold but because he consid-

ered that delinking of money supply

from gold reserves would open the pos-

sibilities of excessive supply of money.

This, in turn, could lead to financial

instability and inflation. From the

viewpoint of the poor sections of socie-

ty, Ambedkar thought that both infla-

tion and financial instability would hit

them adversely. The rich might benefit

from financial instability by using a

range of alternative investment

options. The 2007-8 financial crisis of

the global capitalist economy, triggered

by unregulated financial markets and

resulting in huge income and wealth

inequalities, is a testimony to Ambed-

kar’s prophetic insights. For him, the

seemingly technical question of mon-

ey supply and gold reserves needed to

be assessed for how these impacted the

welfare of Dalits who constituted the

bulk of the poorer segment.

Ambedkar adopted the same method

to assess the conditions in India’s rural

economy. He argued that fragmenta-

tion of land holdings in India was lead-

ing to decreasing the average size of

land holdings to an economically ineffi-

cient level. He advocated consolidation

of landholdings in order to increase the

average size of a farming unit. On the

face of it, this may seem against the

interests of small landholders.  Howev-

er, from the viewpoint of economic effi-

ciency, he did not consider the defence

of uneconomic landholding size was in

the interests of poor peasantry or land-

less workers. He, therefore, proposed

cooperative agriculture which ensured

pooling of smaller units into a bigger

unit to avail of the economies of scale.

In his view, cooperative farming was

desirable for small landholders and

landless workers who were mostly Dal-

its. In looking at alternative modes of

farming and suggesting cooperative

farming as the most-desirable system,

Ambedkar’s goal was the defence of

the economic interest of the Dalits.

The third major issue Ambedkar

examined was the question of public

finance, dealing with revenue and

expenditure of different layers of gov-

ernance. His basic premise was that

each level of government needed to

have appropriate sources of revenue

to meet its expenditure obligations.

He further argued that along with the

quantitative dimensions of revenue

and expenditure, it was necessary to

examine the qualitative dimensions of

the revenue-expenditure pattern. A

government may be able to generate

generous revenue but it might fritter

away that revenue through unproduc-

tive expenditure such as luxury

spending by ministers and govern-

ment officials. In contrast, even a

modest increase in revenue if spent

on public goods such as health and

education can have a multiplier effect

on improving the quality of life. The

provision of such public goods is espe-

cially important for the Dalits and oth-

er pooper sections of society. 

Ambedkar also examined the impact

of centralisation versus decentralisa-

tion on the life conditions of Dalits.

From one angle, he seemed to be sup-

portive of centralisation but he also

considered excessive centralisation as

a threat. In arguments in support of

centralisation, he viewed that decen-

tralisation could empower the local

upper-caste elites more against the

Dalits. He viewed centralisation as cre-

ating conditions for authoritarianism

that can weaken democracy.  

In Ambedkar's view, the weakening

of democracy was not in the interests of

the Dalits. Precisely for this reason,

Ambedkar opposed and defeated a pro-

posal from Jawaharlal Nehru that

India's Constitution could be amended

by a simple majority in the Parliament.

He viewed Nehru's proposal as paving

the way for increased centralisation

and succeeded in inserting that a gov-

ernment needed to have at least a two-

third majority in the Parliament to

make a constitutional amendment. In

supporting or opposing centralisation,

his key concern was the defence of Dal-

its’ political and economic interests. 

All those who oppose caste and

other forms of discrimination need

to learn this Ambedkarite method of

keeping the concerns of Dalits as the

central determining criterion in

assessing different policy options.

In the era of global climate change, a

creative development of Ambed-

kar's ideas is necessary to suggest

sustainable and egalitarian modes of

economic activities.

The writer is a Professor 

of Economics at the Oxford

Brookes University, the UK. 

BR Ambedkar
was an original
economic
thinker who
believed in
advancing the
interests of the
Dalits by
focusing on the
economy.
According to
him, the
economic
conditions that
affected the
Dalits were —
monetary
circulation in
the economy,
size of land
holdings and
the pattern of
public finance.

Vimal Sumbly

F
OR quite some time, vigorous

attempts are being made to malign

the image and reputation of Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru and his daughter Indira

Gandhi, both former Prime Ministers of the

country. A number of short movies are

being circulated on the social media malign-

ing their image and presenting their charac-

ter in a most scandalous manner. We are

being made to believe that both lived only

scandalous lives like some debauch epi-

curean medieval monarchs. Obviously, the

proponents of this campaign do not have

the moral courage to come forward and lev-

el these allegations in the open. The produc-

tion of a Bollywood feature, film Indu

Sarkar, needs to be viewed in the same con-

text. It cannot be just a coincidence that at

the same time MO Mathai's wild fantasies

are finding platform on the news portals

sponsored by a particular group.

In fact, Indu Sarkar is not an isolated event

(it is actually an event occasioned with an

intention) but only a part in a series aimed at

maligning and tarnishing the image of one of

the greatest and strongest Prime Ministers

ever India had. The wannabe competitor

stands neither any comparison nor any com-

petition, irrespective of the vicious and mali-

cious attempts by his bhakts. Nehru's and

Indira's contribution and sacrifice towards the

nation remain unparalleled. It is a sad irony

that the same democratic freedom is used to

maliciously malign the image of the man who

bequeathed this freedom to us. If India is a

democratic country today with strong demo-

cratic institutions deriving power from the

Constitution of India, it is mainly because of

Pandit Jawharlal Nehru. The same freedom of

expression guaranteed by the Constitution is

being abused by some people to malign the

image of Nehru himself. For these people,

Nehru was not a world-renowned statesman;

he was not at all a scholar; he was not at all a

liberal; he was not at all a democrat; he was not

at all secular; he had no pride in Indian nation-

alism despite his unparalleled contribution

towards the freedom struggle; he was not at all

proud of his Kashmiri Pandit pedigree despite

proudly using word “Pandit” before his name.

According to them, he was not at all a Hindu;

he was a beef eater; the Kashmir problem is

only because of Nehru, despite the fact that

Kashmir acceded to India because of Nehru,

in spite of the local ruler Maharaja Hari

Singh’s reservations. For these people, Nehru

was just an epicurean debauch which he nev-

er was. He bequeathed all his material wealth

to the nation. It is because of the scientific

temperament Nehru built in the country that

we have institutions like the ISRO which our

modern-day "strong Prime Minister" takes

pride in. The rapid industrialisation, building

of dams and other infrastructure was all

because of Nehru's vision. And today, all

efforts, nevertheless naive and foolish, are

being made to wipe out the real history and

invent fresh history. So much so, desperate

efforts are being made to make us believe as

if nothing right happened till 2014. India start-

ed rising only from May 2014 onwards. India

became the "most-powerful country" in the

world, thanks to the "new statesman" who is so

strong and powerful that whatever he does is

par perfection. This, despite the weakest for-

eign policy we have today. The Chinese are

staring at us threateningly at will wherever

they want ---- whether in Ladakh or in

Arunachal and now in Sikkim. And we are

behaving too timidly to provoke any hostili-

ty. Pakistan just does not care, despite our

"surgical strikes". There is open defiance in

Kashmir. This is so despite the "strongest"

Prime Minister we have for the first time in

our independent history. But somehow

somewhere it must have occurred to some-

one that there was another strong Prime

Minister, who defeated Pakistan; who broke

Pakistan into two pieces and exploded the

myth of the two-nation theory based on reli-

gion; who never compromised on national-

ism; who never tolerated anti-nationalism

even if it meant paying with her own life;

who not only said that every drop of her

blood will be shed for the unity and integrity

of the country, but actually shed it for her

country; who made no distinction or discrim-

ination in the name of religion, even if it

meant risking her own life. Naturally she

ranks as THE strongest Prime Minister India

ever had, even ahead of her father Pandit

Nehru. Since nobody can challenge or ques-

tion her courage of conviction and bold and

daring decisions, levelling baseless and mali-

cious attacks on her character was the easiest

thing to do. In fact, it always has been.

Instead of trying to invent history by way

of fiction, the wannabe "strongest" Prime

Minister still has about two years to qualify

for the title. His supporters and acolytes

instead of maligning our great Prime Minis-

ters should advise him that neither can his-

tory be invented and nor written off. Pandit

Nehru laid down the foundation of a mod-

ern, democratic and strong India. Indira

Gandhi did defeat and demoralise Pakistan

like nobody ever did. Malicious attempts to

malign their character by accusing them of

having beef and living a colourful life will

not cut any ice with anyone. These lies have

been told hundreds and thousands of times.

Even Goebbels' theory seems to be failing

and falling flat. 

The writer is the Press Secretary to the

Chief Minister, Punjab.

Inventing history
through fiction  

ON THE MARGINS: Dalits are also economically disadvantaged. Women members of the Dalit community carry a portrait of

BR Ambedkar during a protest in Ahmedabad against the assault on Dalits by cow protectors in Rajkot district, Gujarat. PTI

WHO’STHE STRONGEST?: Indira Gandhi looks at her father’s portrait at the Nehru Memorial

Museum. Malicious attempts at character assassination of leaders are not successful.

Ambedkar: Economics
crucial for social justice       
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